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1. INTRODUCTION 
The integral inequality 
which holds for any convex function / : [a, b] -» K, is well known in literature as the 
Hermite-Hadamard inequality. 
There is an extensive amount of literature devoted to this simple and nice result 
which has many applications in the theory of special means and in information theory 
for divergence measures, from which we would like to refer the reader to [l]-[54]. 
The main aim of this paper is to consider some natural sequences of functions 
defined by multiple integrals and study their properties in relation to the Hermite-
Hadamard inequality. 
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2 . PROPERTIES OF THE SEQUENCE OF MAPPINGS Hn 
Let I C U —> R be an interval of real numbers and a, b G / with a < 6, and let 
/ : / —> R be a mapping which is integrable on [a, 6]. Then we can define a sequence 
of mappings Hn: [0,1] -> R by 
fl"<<>:=^/>-f'((a±^+<i-<>iyV •••*-
for n ^ 1 and t G [0,1]. 
Some properties of this sequence of mappings are embodied in the following the-
orem. 
Theorem 1. Let / : I CU be a convex mapping on I and let a, b E / with a <b. 
Then 
(i) Hn are convex on [0,1] for all n ^ 1; 
(ii) the following inequalities hold: 
(2.D / ( î + І ) < Я . ( « ) « j Г ^ я т 
/
b fb , Xl + + Xn ч 
•••/ /(* — - + (1 - t)xn+ij dxг... dxn+г 
and 
rb ŕb (2.2) _.(«) « < < ^ /... jf /(£Li__±£.),_. ... * . + (, - ,„(_±-) 
* ( ^ / • • • / / ( i L ± T ± i ) d I " - d I " 
for all te [0,1]; 
(iii) the mapping Hn is monotonic nondecreasing on [0,1] for alln^l and one has 
the bounds 
(2.3) min Hn(t) = f(^-^) = Hn{0) for all n > 1 
*e[o,i] V 2 / 
and 
(2.4) max Hn(t) = j j - ^ f... f" f (___±___±__l) dxi... dXn v t€[o,i]
 w (t - a)n Ja Ja
 J \ n ) 
= F n ( l ) for n > 1. 
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Proo f , (i) Follows by the convexity of / . 
(ii) Applying Jensen's integral inequality, we obtain 
1 fbf/tx1 + ... + xn _ \ dXn+i 
b — a Ja \ n / 
> / [^ / ( , £ i ± v ± £ 2 + < i - , »^)^' ' 
_/(l_____±__+(1 _,,_+_) 
for all x\,..., xn G [a, b] and t G [0,1]. 
Taking an integral mean over [a, b]n we deduce the second inequality in (2.1). 
By Jensen's integral inequality for multiple integrals we have 
____y>..p(lf___^+(1_^)dli.. .fc 
-'Pr1). 
and the inequality (2.1) is completely proved. 
By the convexity of / on [a, 6], we can write 
/ ( ( - ± ^ _ ± - + 0 _„_+.)«,. ( jL t^ t f . ) + (1 _«,,(_+.) 
for all x i , . . .,rcn G [a,6] and £ G [0,1]. Taking an integral mean over [a,6]
n, we 
deduce 
*""«> * 'IT* [• • -fA^^) * • • •-*+ »" (»(^)-
and the first inequality in (2.2) is proved. 
As we know (see for example [26]) that 
'(^)^/;f>p±v±^.- •• 
we obtain the last part of (2.2). 
(iii) Let 0 < t\ < t^ ̂  1. By the convexity of Hn, which follows by (i) now proved, 
we have that 
Hn(t2) - g n ( t i ) > Hn{h) - Hn(0) 
£2 —1\ t\ 
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but Hn(ti) ^ Hn(0) (see the first inequality in (2.1)) and hence we get that Hn(t2) -
Hn(ti) ^ 0 for all 0 ^ fi <t2 ^ 1, which shows that the mapping Hn() is monotonic 
nondecreasing on [0,1]. The bounds (2.3) and (2.4) follow by the inequalities (2.1) 
and (2.2). We omit the details. • 
We now give another result on monotonicity which, in a sense, completes the above 
theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let f: 7 C IR -» IR be a convex mapping on I and let a, 6 G I with 
a<b. Then 
(2.5) / ( ^ r ) < H"+iw < ff»w < < ffiw = H(*)> 
where 
^ ) :=rbjf /( t e + ( 1-' ) £^)d* 
for ail n ^ 1 and £ £ [0,1]. That is, the sequence of mappings (Hn)n^i is monotoni-
cally nonincreasing. 
P r o o f . Let us define real numbers belonging to [a, 6]: 
Xi+ ...+xn .\
a + b 
2/i := * + (1 ~ * ) ^ T ~ ; 
n 2 
X2+X3 + ... + Xn+i .\
a + b 
2/2 : = * + (1 - t)—r-; 
n 2 
Xn+i + Xi + . . . + Xn-i л û + i) 
î/n+i := * + (1 ~ *) 2 ' 
where x\,..., xn+\ G [a, b]. 
Using Jensen's discrete inequality, we may state that 
1 





x2 + ... + xn+i , a + 6> 
\ n 2 / 
+/^(____+__±_______.+(1 _ „_+_) 
? / ( t J , + ^ , + ( l _ t ) _ + í ) 
for all t G [0,1] and x\,..., xn+i G [a, &]. 
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+1 
Taking an integral mean over [a, b]n+1, we deduce 
1 f 1 fb fb t(sxx+... + xn , ,, ^" + b\ , , 
iT+1 [(6^FH Ja- • Ja f(* S + (1 " 0 — ) dxt... dxn. 
, 1 / 6 /** xf^n-fl + Xi + . . . + Xn_i 
+ '"+(b-a)^Ja"Ja
 f\t n 
+ (1 - t)—— J d x i . . . d_n + i 
However, it is easy to see that 
_ ^ . ^ ( ( _ ^ + a _ 0 i ± v . . . ^ , 
and thus, by the above inequality, we conclude 
i7n(*) ^ Hn+i(*) for all * € [0,1] and n ^ 1. 
The proof is thus completed. • 
It is natural to ask what happens with the difference Hn(t) — f(\(a + b)) which 
is clearly non-negative for all t G [0,1]. 
The following theorem contains an upper bound for this difference. 
Theorem 3. Let f: 7 C IR —> R be a convex mapping and f+ its right derivative 
which exists on I and is monotonic nondecreasing on I. If a,b G 7 with a < b, then 
the inequalities 
(2.6) o < f f B ( t ) - / ( - - ! - - ) 
x (xi — J d _ i . . . dxn 
_ ^ _ / ' . . J f ' [ / ; ( ( _ ^ 
+ (l-t)^)]2dx1...dx, 




hold for ah n ^ 1 and t G [0,1]. 
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P r o o f . As / is convex on I, we can write 
f{x) - f(y) > f'+(y)(x - y) for all x, y G J. 
Choosing in this inequality 
a + b xi + ... + xn , *s
a + b 
x = —— and y = t + ( 1 - * ) — - - , 
z n z 
we deduce the inequality 
/ ( £ + i ) . / ( . _ ^ _ + ( 1 . . ,4i) 
*tfJtx' + - + x' + (i-t)Z±±)(Z±±-Xl + - + x"). 
V n 2 / V 2 n J 
Taking an integral mean over [a, b]n, we derive that 
<a + b 
) -Hn[t) 
rb rb 
(2-7) / ( Î ± * ) - Я . ( . ) 
žt 
1 f f a + b (txi + ... + xn 
-°)nJa'"Ja 2 M* 
+ ( ! - 0 — - — ) d x i . . . d x n 
x ^ _ i — L L : _.J d x i . . . dxn , 
from where we deduce the second part of (2.6). 
Now, let us observe that the right hand side in the inequality (2.7) is the integral 
^ - ^ j f - - j f A ( « a ± T ± i + «'-«>^) 
X V n 2 )axi--ax"-
By the well-known Cauchy-Buniakowsky-Schwartz integral inequality for multiple 
integrals, we deduce the last part of the inequality (2.6). 
The proof of the theorem is thus completed. • 
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Corollary 1. Let f: I C IR —y R be a convex mapping and a,b € I with a < b. 
Put M := sup | / ' (x) | < oo. Then we have the inequality 
xG[a,b] 
for all te [0,1] a n d n ^ 1. 
In particular, we have 
lim Hn(t) = /(———) uniformly on [0,1]. 
n—>c© \ 2 / 
The following result also holds: 
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, we have 
(2.9) 0 ^ tHn(l) + (1 - t)Hn(0) - Hn(t) 
for all n> 1 and* G [0,1]. 
P r o o f . By the convexity of / we can write 
(2.10) / ( t » i + - + «» + ( 1 _ t ) _ + _ \ _ / ( _ _ + _ _ _ + _ _ > ) 
V n 2 / V n / 
^ /1 *\ ir/ fxi + • - • + xn \ (<*> + b xx + . . . + xn \ 
*[l *'M n A~2 n ) 
for all t G [0,1] and x i , . . . , . r n G [a,6]. 
Similarly, we have 
(2.11) , ( , _ _ + _ _ _ + _ _ + ( 1 _ t ) _ + _ ) _ , ( _ + _ ) 
-> ^ / fa + fc\ fa + & xi + . . . + xn\ 
* ^+V~2~/ IV~2 n ) 




If we multiply the inequality (2.10) by t and (2.11) by (1 -1) and add the obtained 
inequalities, we deduce 
' ( • 
xi + ... + xЋ a + ò> (1 -*)^) -<1 +„+ I°) - <i -0/(^) 
-'('-"И-^ЬA^K 
fa + b x\ + ... + x, • • + xn \ 
n / 
That is, 
, / ( ^ . + - . i - + ^ ) + ( 1 . t ) / ( « + j ) _ / ( , I , + . д . + » . + ( 1 _ , ) i + ţ ) 
) ^ «(i - *) 
, /X_ + ... + xn\ , (a + b\ (X1 + ... U \ ň ) ~ U V~T) \ ň 
'X\ + . . . + xn a + b 
for all £ G [0,1] and x i , . . . , xn G [a, 6]. 
Taking an integral mean over [a,6]n, we have 
0 < tHn(\) + (1 - t)Hn(0) - Hn(t) 
rb rb 




a + b 1 
because a simple calculation shows us that 
лò rЬ 1 í Í // / « i + --- + x n w a ; i + . . . + x n \ 
( 6 ^ F jV • jí M " ) ( » ) áXl- **" 
= (6 -V f a • [
f'+ {Xl + -n
+Xnhd*— d*« 
and 
1 I0 [»x\ + ... + xn A a + b — -— I ... I dxi . . . dxn = —-—. (b-a)nJa Ja n 2 
Thus, the second inequality in (2.9) is proved. 
Now, applying the Cauchy-Buniakowsky-Schwartz integral inequality, we deduce 
the last part of the theorem. We omit the deatils, • 
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Corollary 2. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided M := 
sup \f'(x)\ < oo, we have the inequality 
xe[a,b] 
(2.12) 0 ^ tHn(l) + (1 - t)Hn(0) - Hn(t) ^ ^ P ^ M 
for all n ^ 1 and te [0,1]. 
In particular, 
lim [tHn(l) + (1 - *)Hn(0) - Hn(*)] = 0 
n-*oo 
uniformly on [0,1], 
The following corollary is interesting as well. 
Corollary 3. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided there exists 
a constant K > 0 such that 
\f\_(x)-f+(y)\^K\x-y\ for all x,y e[a,b], 
we have the inequality 
(2.13) 0 < tfln(l) + (1 - t).H»(0) - Hn(t) < ^ f c ^ O - a)
2 
Lin 
for all te [0,1] andn^l. 
In addition, it is natural to ask for an upper bound for the difference Hn(l)—Hn(t), 
n^ 1 for all* € [0,1]. 
Theorem 5. Let f: I C U —>  (R be a convex mapping on the interval I and let 
a,b e I with a < b. Then we have the inequalities 
«'1-«»(.^/f"p4a±T±i)(*.-S±i)---"--
( 1 - Í ) ( Ь 
foг аll t e [0,1] and n ^ 1. 
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P r o o f . By the convexity of / , we have that 
/ ( « * - + ••• + *» + ( i _ * ) £ + _ ) _ / ( » i + - + « » \ 
\ n 2 / \ n / 
, , w , ^ 1 + . . . + a:n\ [a + 6 xi + . . . + sw-| 
^ U " * j /+1 n J L~2 n J 
for all x\,..., xn G [a, b] and t G [0,1]. 
Now, the argument proceeds as above and we omit the details. • 
Corollary 4. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided M := 





lim [Hn(l) - Hn(t)} = 0 
n—>oo 
uniformly on [0,1]. 
Corollary 5. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided there exists 
a constant K > 0 such that 
\f+(x)-f'+(y)\<K\x-y\ for all x,y e [a,6], 
we have the inequality 
K(l-t)(b-a)2 
(2.16) 0 < Я„(l) - Я„(í) < 
foralln^ 1 and t G [0,1]. 
12n 
Now we establish an upper bound for the difference Hn(t) — Hn+i(t), n ^ 1 which 
is non-negative for all t G [0,1] (cf. Theorem 2): 
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Theorem 6. Let / : J C R -> R be a convex function on the interval I and let 
a,be I with a <b. Then the inequality 
Ś 
t 
n + 1 
(2.17) 0 ^ Hn(t) - Hn+1(t) 
_^.pl(.______i + ( 1 _ ( ) _ ± _ ) 
x (#i — ) d x i . . . dx 
t(b-a) \ 1 fb fb\t, ftX!+... + Xn 
+ ( l - - ) - " 2 — ) ] d x i . . . d x n 
íí 
2v/ v!ñ(n + 1 ) (6-
holds for all t G [0,1] and n ^ 1. 
P r o o f . By the convexity of / , we have that 
a + 6> 
/((îl±__±___. + (1 _ , ) î ± í ) _ / ( ( Î Ł _ _ _ ± _ _ + (1 _ „_+_) 
£ x, ( X\ + . . . + xv 
Џ n(n + l ) / + ( ť n 
+ (1 - £)—— J[n_Гn+i - (Xi + . . . + Жn)] 
for all x\,..., xn+i G [a, b] and £ G [0,1]. 
Taking an integral mean on [a, &]n + 1, we derive 
0 ś Hn(t) - Hn+1(t) 
ś 
n + 1 
rb ľЪ 
v> 
^ | . . / / ; ( ( а _ _ _ _ ± _ _ ł ( 1 _ 1 ) _ ± _ Ь Љ l . . . љ „ 
а + Ь 1 
2 (6 Ы-fA*±ïг*+џ-í>!ï)*-*-. 
and the second inequality in (2A7) is proved. 
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Now, let us observe that 
^'•/>^^+<-)^) 
( a + b\ 
x [̂ ci —J dxi . . . dxn 
(Xi+... + xn a + b\ 
and thus the last inequality is also proved. D 
Corollary 6. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, given that M := 
sup | / ' (x) | < oo, we have 
.r€[a,6] 
Mt(b - a) 
(2.18) ( K Я n ( ŕ ) - Я n + 1 ( í K 2\/2Vñ(n +1 ) 
for all t e [0,1] and n ^ 1. 
In particular, 
\im[Hn(t)-Hn+1(t)] = 0 
n—>oo 
uniformly on [0,1]. 
The following theorem also holds. 
Theorem 7. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, we also have the bound 
(2.19) 0 ^ Hn(t) - Hn+1(t) 
t{b-а) 
2yДy/ñ(n + 1) ЫЧV( i îL±^+< i-'> iт í) (b 
., (а + b\ү 
~ f+y-ү-JІ <-*!••• dxЋ 
for all t Є [0,1] and n ^ 1. 
P r o o f . The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6 and we omit the details. 
D 
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Corollary 7. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, given that there exists a 
K > 0 such that 
\f^(x)-f^(y)\^K\x-y\ for all x,y e[a,b], 
we have the inequality 
t2(b-a)2K2 
(2.20) 0<Hn(t)-Hn+1(t)^ ^n{J+1) 
for all te [0,1] andn^l. 
Finally, note that, by a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 6, we 
can give the following result which completes, in a sense, the estimate in Theorem 3. 
Theorem 8. Under the above assumptions the inequality 
(2.21) 0 < t f n ( ' ) - / ( ^ ) 
< ^ - ° ) [ 1 f" fb\f /<«i + - + *-. , (1 t)° + 1>) 
~f+\T~ )J dxi-dXn 
holds for all te [0,1] and n >• 1. 
Corollary 8 . Under the above assumptions, given that there exists a K > 0 such 
that 
I /I Or) - f+(y)\ < K\x - y\ for all x, y e [a, b], 
we have the inequality 
for all te [0,1] andn^l. 
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3 . APPLICATIONS TO SPECIAL MEANS 
Let 0 ^ a < b and p G (—00,0) U [1,00) \ {—1}. Let us define sequence of mappings 
ŕь гь 
where n ^ 1, n G N, and t G [0,1], 
By virtue of the above results, we can establish the following properties: 
(i) hPin(t) are convex and monotonic nondecreasing on [0,1]; 
(ii) hPin(t) ^ hPin+i(t) for all n ^ 1 and t G [0,1]; 
(iii) the inequalities 
[A(a,b)Y^hp,n(t) 
rb rb 
' X'i - 1 - . . . - r x-n . (A x X _ ^ j _ j 
^n+1 ^(ь-l^La-L {t i+"n
+Xn+(i-t^Уdx* •••*** 
and 
r 6 ŕb 1 ľ° ľ° , X l _|_ _L- Ж ч p 
Һ*nit) < ť ( 6 ^ Г Ув- • 7 a ( ^ — ^ j àxг • • • dxn 
+ ( l - í )Иa,Ь)] p 
<ij^£---ÍS1+'n+XnУđxi--'ðx-
hold for all n ^ 1 and * G [0,1], where A(a, b) := *±*. 
(iv) If p ^ 1, then the inequalities 
o < f e P , n ^ - w Q , & ) r < '
( 6




( l - t ) ( f t - a ) p i V - 1 
sí 
2-s/ ҳ/n 
hold for all n ^ 1 and * G [0,1]. 
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(v) If p > 1, the inequalities 
o ^ thp,n(i) + (i - t)fcp,»(o) - V»(«) < ^ J ^ 
and 
t(ò - o^pбP-1 
0 ^ hp,n(t) - hp,n+i(t) < 
hold for all n ̂  1 and < G [0,1]. 
(vi) If p ^ 2, then the inequalities 




o < hњn(t) - Һњn+l(t) <_ 1 2 n ( n + i) 





o < Л , , Д i ) - V » ( « X ^
< ò - < , , 2 ! K p - 1 ) ò ' " î 
12n 
hold for all n ^ 1 and * £ [0,1], 
Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank the anonymous referee for 
many valuable comments and remarks that have been incorporated in the final ver-
sion of the paper. 
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Abstract. New properties for some sequences of functions defined by multiple integrals
associated with the Hermite-Hadamard integral inequality for convex functions and some
applications are given.
Keywords: Hermite-Hadamard inequality











f(t) dt 6 f(a) + f(b)
2
,
which holds for any convex function f : [a, b] →  , is well known in literature as the
Hermite-Hadamard inequality.
There is an extensive amount of literature devoted to this simple and nice result
which has many applications in the theory of special means and in information theory
for divergence measures, from which we would like to refer the reader to [1]–[54].
The main aim of this paper is to consider some natural sequences of functions
defined by multiple integrals and study their properties in relation to the Hermite-
Hadamard inequality.
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2. Properties of the sequence of mappings Hn
Let I ⊆  →  be an interval of real numbers and a, b ∈ I with a < b, and let
f : I →  be a mapping which is integrable on [a, b]. Then we can define a sequence












x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn
for n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
Some properties of this sequence of mappings are embodied in the following the-
orem.
Theorem 1. Let f : I ⊆  be a convex mapping on I and let a, b ∈ I with a < b.
Then
(i) Hn are convex on [0, 1] for all n > 1;
































(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)













(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn
for all t ∈ [0, 1];





















(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn(2.4)
= Hn(1) for n > 1.
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. (i) Follows by the convexity of f .






























x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ [a, b] and t ∈ [0, 1].
Taking an integral mean over [a, b]n we deduce the second inequality in (2.1).











x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)












x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)







and the inequality (2.1) is completely proved.




x1 + . . . + xn
n






















(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)





and the first inequality in (2.2) is proved.













(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn,
we obtain the last part of (2.2).








but Hn(t1) > Hn(0) (see the first inequality in (2.1)) and hence we get that Hn(t2)−
Hn(t1) > 0 for all 0 6 t1 < t2 6 1, which shows that the mapping Hn(·) is monotonic
nondecreasing on [0, 1]. The bounds (2.3) and (2.4) follow by the inequalities (2.1)
and (2.2). We omit the details. 
We now give another result on monotonicity which, in a sense, completes the above
theorem.
Theorem 2. Let f : I ⊆  →  be a convex mapping on I and let a, b ∈ I with


















for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1]. That is, the sequence of mappings (Hn)n>1 is monotoni-
cally nonincreasing.

. Let us define real numbers belonging to [a, b]:
y1 := t
x1 + . . . + xn
n




x2 + x3 + . . . + xn+1
n





xn+1 + x1 + . . . + xn−1
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
,
where x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ [a, b].







x1 + . . . + xn
n






x2 + . . . + xn+1
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)




xn+1 + x1 + . . . + xn−1
n






x1 + . . . + xn+1
n + 1
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ [a, b].
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x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn+1











xn+1 + x1 + . . . + xn−1
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)












x1 + . . . + xn+1
n + 1
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn+1.











x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn+1











x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn
and thus, by the above inequality, we conclude
Hn(t) > Hn+1(t) for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
The proof is thus completed. 
It is natural to ask what happens with the difference Hn(t) − f
(
1
2 (a + b)
)
which
is clearly non-negative for all t ∈ [0, 1].
The following theorem contains an upper bound for this difference.
Theorem 3. Let f : I ⊆  → R be a convex mapping and f ′+ its right derivative
which exists on I̊ and is monotonic nondecreasing on I̊ . If a, b ∈ I̊ with a < b, then
the inequalities















x1 + . . . + xn
n




























x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)]2
dx1 . . . dxn
] 1
2
hold for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
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. As f is convex on I , we can write
f(x)− f(y) > f ′+(y)(x− y) for all x, y ∈ I̊ .




and y = t
x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
,








x1 + . . . + xn
n






x1 + . . . + xn
n




























x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)











x1 + . . . + xn
n




(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn
]
,
from where we deduce the second part of (2.6).
Now, let us observe that the right hand side in the inequality (2.7) is the integral










x1 + . . . + xn
n




(x1 + . . . + xn
n
− a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn.
By the well-known Cauchy-Buniakowsky-Schwartz integral inequality for multiple
integrals, we deduce the last part of the inequality (2.6).
The proof of the theorem is thus completed. 
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Corollary 1. Let f : I ⊆  → R be a convex mapping and a, b ∈ I̊ with a < b.
Put M := sup
x∈[a,b]
|f ′(x)| < ∞. Then we have the inequality










for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.







uniformly on [0, 1].
The following result also holds:
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, we have
















dx1 . . . dxn
















(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)]2
dx1 . . . dxn
] 1
2
for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].





x1 + . . . + xn
n








> (1− t)f ′+




− x1 + . . . + xn
n
)





x1 + . . . + xn
n













− x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and x1, . . . , xn ∈ [a, b].
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x1 + . . . + xn
n






































x1 + . . . + xn
n












)](x1 + . . . + xn
n
− a + b
2
)
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and x1, . . . , xn ∈ [a, b].
Taking an integral mean over [a, b]n, we have











(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
x1 dx1 . . . dxn










(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn
]
,









(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)










(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)









x1 + . . . + xn
n




Thus, the second inequality in (2.9) is proved.
Now, applying the Cauchy-Buniakowsky-Schwartz integral inequality, we deduce
the last part of the theorem. We omit the deatils. 
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Corollary 2. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided M :=
sup
x∈[a,b]
|f ′(x)| < ∞, we have the inequality












[tHn(1) + (1− t)Hn(0)−Hn(t)] = 0
uniformly on [0, 1].
The following corollary is interesting as well.
Corollary 3. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided there exists
a constant K > 0 such that
|f ′+(x) − f ′+(y)| 6 K|x− y| for all x, y ∈ [a, b],
we have the inequality




for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
In addition, it is natural to ask for an upper bound for the differenceHn(1)−Hn(t),
n > 1 for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Theorem 5. Let f : I ⊆  →  be a convex mapping on the interval I and let









(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
dx1 . . . dxn −Hn(t)(2.14)















dx1 . . . dxn
















(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)]2
dx1 . . . dxn
)1
2
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
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x1 + . . . + xn
n




(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)
> (1− t)f ′+




− x1 + . . . + xn
n
]
for all x1, . . . , xn ∈ [a, b] and t ∈ [0, 1].
Now, the argument proceeds as above and we omit the details. 
Corollary 4. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided M :=
sup
x∈[a,b]
|f ′(x)| < ∞, we have the inequality












uniformly on [0, 1].
Corollary 5. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3 and provided there exists
a constant K > 0 such that
|f ′+(x) − f ′+(y)| 6 K|x− y| for all x, y ∈ [a, b],
we have the inequality
(2.16) 0 6 Hn(1)−Hn(t) 6
K(1− t)(b− a)2
12n
for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
Now we establish an upper bound for the difference Hn(t)−Hn+1(t), n > 1 which
is non-negative for all t ∈ [0, 1] (cf. Theorem 2):
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Theorem 6. Let f : I ⊆  →  be a convex function on the interval I and let















x1 + . . . + xn
n





























x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)]2
dx1 . . . dxn
] 1
2
holds for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.





x1 + . . . + xn+1
n + 1






x1 + . . . + xn
n








x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
[nxn+1 − (x1 + . . . + xn)]
for all x1, . . . , xn+1 ∈ [a, b] and t ∈ [0, 1].















x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
x1 dx1 . . . dxn












x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)
dx1 . . . dxn
]
,
and the second inequality in (2.17) is proved.
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x1 + . . . + xn
n





















x1 + . . . + xn
n




(x1 + . . . + xn
n
− a + b
2
)














x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)]2












(x1 + . . . + xn
n
− a + b
2
)2




and thus the last inequality is also proved. 
Corollary 6. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, given that M :=
sup
x∈[a,b]
|f ′(x)| < ∞, we have












uniformly on [0, 1].
The following theorem also holds.




















x1 + . . . + xn
n







dx1 . . . dxn
] 1
2
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.

. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 6 and we omit the details.

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Corollary 7. Under the assumptions as in Theorem 3, given that there exists a
K > 0 such that
|f ′+(x) − f ′+(y)| 6 K|x− y| for all x, y ∈ [a, b],
we have the inequality
(2.20) 0 6 Hn(t)−Hn+1(t) 6
t2(b− a)2K2
12n(n + 1)
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
Finally, note that, by a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 6, we
can give the following result which completes, in a sense, the estimate in Theorem 3.
Theorem 8. Under the above assumptions the inequality























x1 + . . . + xn
n







dx1 . . . dxn
] 1
2
holds for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
Corollary 8. Under the above assumptions, given that there exists a K > 0 such
that
|f ′+(x) − f ′+(y)| 6 K|x− y| for all x, y ∈ [a, b],
we have the inequality







for all t ∈ [0, 1] and n > 1.
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3. Applications to special means











x1 + . . . + xn
n
+ (1− t)a + b
2
)p
dx1 . . . dxn,
where n > 1, n ∈  , and t ∈ [0, 1].
By virtue of the above results, we can establish the following properties:
(i) hp,n(t) are convex and monotonic nondecreasing on [0, 1];
(ii) hp,n(t) > hp,n+1(t) for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1];
(iii) the inequalities
























(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)p
dx1 . . . dxn








(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)p
dx1 . . . dxn
hold for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1], where A(a, b) := a+b2 .
(iv) If p > 1, then the inequalities















(x1 + . . . + xn
n
)p
dx1 . . . dxn − hp,n(t)







hold for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
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(v) If p > 1, the inequalities















hold for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
(vi) If p > 2, then the inequalities








0 6 thp,n(1) + (1− t)hp,n(0)− hp,n(t)




0 6 hp,n(1)− hp,n(t) 6
(1− t)(b− a)2p(p− 1)bp−2
12n
hold for all n > 1 and t ∈ [0, 1].
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